
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harmony (30-45 min) 
Lesson Created By Lesson Brittany Braniger 

SEL Connections: Social Emotional Learning: Emotional Regulation 
Standard: 3.7 Integration of Knowledge and Ideas  

Resources:  
 EOD Harmony PowerPoint 
 Listen to Tchaikovsky- Waltz of the Flower https://youtu.be/Uss3NHf0l6U  
 Watch the Feelings Inspiration Song https://youtu.be/Po5lHYJJQfw  

Direct Instruction:  
Slide 1: EOD Inclusion and Emotional Regulations Introduction  

Teacher Notes: Inclusion: the act of being embraced, involved, counted in, incorporated 
& Emotional Regulation is understanding our emotions, including triggers, signs, and 
responses and how we regulate ourselves.  
 
Slide 2: Harmony discussion in small group, pairs or whole group.  

Talk over each of the questions for understanding. 

Definition of Harmony a consistent, orderly, or pleasing arrangement of parts. Music, 
blended into chords pleasing to the ear.  

Definition of Harmonious is things that go well together, or people and things that get 
along well.  

Definition of Inclusion the act of being embraced, involved, counted in, incorporated 

*Make sure to read aloud the LOOK before going to the next slide.   

Before Instruction:  
Read over information and open links above 

Objective: Students will understand the word harmony, discuss the importance of the 
message in the artwork “Harmony”, and practice creating inner harmony. 

Essential Question: What is harmony and how do our emotions connect in inclusion? 
 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slide 3: Why is this artwork called “Harmony”? How is inclusion represented in the art? 

Discuss the quote “To open your arms to people who are different is to open your mind 
to infinite possibilities.”  
 
Slide 4: Read the artist statement out loud while listening to Tchaikovsky- Waltz of the 
Flower (4:16) https://youtu.be/Uss3NHf0l6U. Review and answer the questions.  

Artist statement: We look different, we come from different places, we play different 
instruments, and we sing different notes. However, when we work together, we can 
create a beautiful symphony. 

1. Talk about the similarities and differences in the song to the art piece.   
2. How did listening to the music make you feel? 
3. Did you hear the harmonies created with the instruments in the song? 
4. What did you learn from the artwork that was not explicitly stated in the text? 
5. What did the text say that was also demonstrated in the image? 
 

Slide 5: Follow the steps on the slide on Identifying Emotions (This can be done out loud, 
on paper, in groups, or individually), then watch the Feelings inspiration Video (3:59) 
https://youtu.be/Po5lHYJJQfw.  
 
1. Look at the character expressions from the artwork “Harmony”.    
2. Choose a descriptive word to identify the emotion that each animal is feeling.  
3. Think of a moment in your life that you felt the same emotion and share that 
memory. 



 

 

 

Slide 6: Create Inner Harmony Body Scan, and then Reflect on activity* 

*Say each of the steps slowly and ask students to participate to the best of their ability. 
Remind students to relax thought out the body scan.  Ask the students at the end how 
they are feeling compared to when they began the body scan. 

If you prefer a video guided meditation follow the Link to 5 Minutes Bodyscan Meditation 
for Kids and Adults (Classrooms and Educators) https://youtu.be/9A0S54yAgEg  

1. Close your eyes. 
2. Start by taking two or three gentle, large breaths in and out.  
3. Now we’re going to pay attention to your feet.  
4. Now move your attention to your lower legs.  
5. After a few more breaths, move your attention to your upper legs. 
6. Now move your attention to your belly. 
7. Next, bring your attention to your chest. Notice it rising and falling as you breathe.  
8. Now turn your attention to your hands.  
9. Move your attention up into your arms.  
10. Next, move your attention around to your back.  
11. Now move attention to your neck and shoulders, letting go and relaxing them.  
12. And now feel your face and head relax.  
13. Finally, spend a few moments, paying attention to your whole body.  

Emotional Regulation Competencies  

1. Identifying Emotions 
2. Emotional Self- Perception 
3. Impulse Control 
4. Delaying Gratification 
5. Stress Management 
6. Coping 


